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more broad challenges in criminal law and behavioral psychology. 
The book argues that in many cases economic theories on value and 
trade-offs have been applied by courts to quickly resolve disputes. 
In this way, legal practice has often aligned with economic theory 
because both areas of study aim for the same goal - efficient and 
rational decision-making. An example of this approach is the analy-
sis of courts assigning property rights. Focussing on Fontainebleau 
Hotel v Forty-Five Twenty-Five, the book critically analyzes the 
impact of different judgements based on economic rules surround-
ing the impact building one hotel in front of another would have on 
their values. By focussing on the economic rationale behind legal 
decisions, Winter effectively challenges any belief that economics 
and law are not closely intertwined in their impact and expression.  
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The author faces the problem of transposing international norms 

into domestic law by using the UN mission in Guatemala as an ex-
ample, the task of which was to establish rule of law and democracy 
for the first time in a post-conflict area. The author also tackles the 
issue through the analysis of the Right to Access Information, 
which gives people the ability to get to know their rights, and the 
Convention on Children’s Rights. As a matter of fact, Guatemala 
was one of the first states that signed the Convention on Children’s 
Rights, and at the time, it was considered an attempt to make the 
country more democratic and it gave hope that changes might 
come.  

The first step global actors should consider when implementing 
global norms into a local context is the “context sensitivity”, which 
means taking into account culture, habits, and values of the domes-
tic environment. We can deduce that the assimilation of norms de-
pends a lot on the opinio juris and how much the norm has been 
internalized by the local dimension.  

S. Lazzarini


